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1 Introduction

Precise measurements of the interactions of the standard-model (SM) particles, and in
particular, the electroweak bosons and the top, will be a focus of the LHC program in
the coming decade. These interactions can be systematically parameterized in terms of
Effective Field Theory (EFT) Lagrangians, which in principle provide a model-independent
framework for indirect searches for new physics. Much of the collider EFT program has
been guided by the Standard Model EFT (SMEFT), whose starting point is the unbroken
SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) theory with a single Higgs doublet, focusing in particular on dimension-
six operators [1–3]. Even in the SMEFT framework, it is plausible however that a given
set of heavy fields couple differently to different SM fields. Different SMEFT operator
bases are therefore better suited to describe the effect of different UV models [3–6], and
truncating the EFT at dimension-six may moreover leave out important effects (see for
example [7–11]). Furthermore, some extensions of the SM are not captured by the SMEFT
(at least at low-dimensions), and would lead at low energies to the framework known as
the Higgs EFT (HEFT) [12–25]. These include for example models featuring fields which
get their masses from electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), or fields which provide
additional sources of this breaking [17, 26–28].

The on-shell bootstrap (see for example [29, 30]) provides a natural avenue for a bottom-
up construction of EFTs. EFT extensions of the SM can be formulated in this approach
directly in terms of the physical observables of interest, namely, the scattering amplitudes
of the known SM particles, with a one-to-one mapping of EFT operators and contact-term
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amplitudes [31–33]. Furthermore, since they are not obscured by field redefinitions and
operator redundancies, questions such as the distinctions between different EFT extensions,
or the assignments of EFT dimensions, are concretely phrased in terms of physical quantities.

In this paper, we derive the full set of four-point contact-term amplitudes, featuring
the SM massive and massless particles, keeping terms with up to quartic energy growth.
Together with the three-point amplitudes listed in [33], these determine the EFT predictions
for four-point amplitudes with this energy growth. These amplitudes are the most interesting
objects for phenomenological purposes, since two-to-two scattering processes, followed by
two- and three-particle decays, are the ones where we can hope to get the most data. Our
results are collected in tables 1 and 3 and section 4. The low-energy E2 HEFT contact
terms are given in table 1. The low-energy E2 SMEFT contact terms appear in table 3 and
are mapped to the massless SMEFT contact terms [34] collected in table 2, where we also
give the relations to Warsaw basis operators. Section 4 contains the low-energy E4 HEFT
contact terms.

Indeed, on-shell scattering amplitudes have emerged in recent years as a powerful
method for constructing EFT Lagrangians [31–42]. Bottom-up constructions of SM, or
SM-like amplitudes were discussed in [33, 43–49]. The emergence of symmetry from the
amplitude bootstrap, and its relation to the geometry of field space was studied for instance
in [50–52].

We employ two types of on-shell constructions. The first is purely bottom-up and gives
HEFT amplitudes. The second is top-down and starts from the massless amplitudes of the
unbroken theory, yielding the SMEFT low-energy contact terms. We now sketch these in
turn. Various methods for constructing generic contact-term bases for massless amplitudes
were described in [26, 34, 38, 53, 54]. The construction of generic massive contact terms
using little-group covariant spinors was discussed in [33, 43, 48, 55–57].

We first derive the most general four-point contact terms involving the SM particles
consistent with SU(3)×U(1)EM symmetry and baryon and lepton number conservation.
Since they are built in terms of the broken-phase electroweak sector, with the physical
Higgs h and the massive W and Z treated as independent degrees of freedom, the resulting
amplitudes are valid beyond the SMEFT. In particular, any tree-amplitude featuring
the SM particles with Wilson coefficients determined by the running to the energy scale
of interest can be spanned by these contact terms. Thus, the contact terms derived in
this way correspond to HEFT amplitudes. Our analysis extends [33], which derived the
three-point SM amplitudes and one four-point example, to include the complete set of
four-point contact terms.

To construct the independent contact terms, we use the strategy of [53, 55]: working
with the little-group covariant massive spinor formalism [43], the basic building blocks
of the basis are Stripped Contact Terms (SCTs), which are massive spinor structures
with no additional factors of Mandelstam invariants. To get the full set of contact terms,
each SCT is then multiplied by an expansion in these invariants. Note that the SCTs
carry the little-group weights of the external particles, and encode the information on
their polarizations. The expansion in the Mandelstam invariants on the other hand only
depends on the scattering angles, and corresponds to the derivative expansion of EFT
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Lagrangians. Generic four-point SCT bases for spins 0, 1/2, and 1 were given in [55].
Starting from these, we specify to the SM particle content, impose the low-energy symmetry
and (anti)symmetrize over identical particles. Partial results on the electroweak sector
contact terms were derived in [55], and our analysis extends these to the full set of massive
and massless SM four-points. For each four-point contact term, we indicate the dimension
of the corresponding HEFT operator, namely, the operator which generates this contact
term at leading order, and the dimension at which this contact term can be generated in
the SMEFT.

Turning to the construction of SMEFT contact terms, one way to proceed, which relies
on low-energy input only, is to start from the HEFT contact terms and impose perturbative
unitarity [33]. As we will see in section 2, the equivalence of perturbative unitarity and
gauge invariance is clearly exposed when the amplitudes are written using the little-group
covariant massive spinor formalism.

To recover all the SMEFT relations from this bottom-up approach, however, one
needs to consider a sufficiently large set of amplitudes, including in particular higher-point
amplitudes. Instead, one can start from the massless SMEFT contact terms and “Higgs”
these to obtain the massive contact terms [47]. In the little group-covariant massive spinor
formalism, massless SCTs featuring just fermions and vectors are simply bolded into massive
SCTs. SCTs featuring an external scalar line give rise to two types of massive contact terms.
Directly bolding the massless SCT gives a massive SCT with an external scalar line — a
physical Higgs. Massless SCTs featuring a scalar momentum p bold into a massive vector
line, with p→ p〉[p. This Higgsing relies on Lorentz symmetry, specifically the little group
transformations of the SCTs in the massless and massive theory, and exploits the simple
relations between the two in the massive formalism [43].

Two examples of four-point dimension ≤8 SMEFT amplitudes, namely WWhh and
ūdWh were derived in [47]. Here we extend these results to all the SM particles, but
only include dimension-six contributions. Our starting point is thus the dimension-six
massless SMEFT contact terms derived in [34]. Higgsing these as described above, we
obtain the massive SMEFT contact terms, recovering all the E2 HEFT contact terms,
with Wilson coefficients dictated by the SMEFT. In the bosonic sector, the number of
dimension-six independent Wilson coefficients is reduced from eight in the HEFT to six in
the SMEFT. Additional relations appear in the fermionic amplitudes.

Bottom-up derivations of HEFT operators appeared recently in [41, 58–60]. Ref. [60]
presented the list of HEFT operators corresponding to four-point SCTs with Higgs external
legs. (These operators are referred to as primary operators in [60].) Where they overlap,
our results agree with the operator counting of [59, 60]. Hilbert series methods for counting
independent EFT operators [2, 61, 62] were also extended recently to the case of massive
theories and in particular to the HEFT [63].

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review some elements of the
little-group covariant massive spinors and SCT construction. We explain our normalization
of SCTs with inverse powers of the mass and the cutoff, and the implications for identifying
the operator dimensions and perturbative unitarity. We also discuss the equivalence of
perturbative unitarity and gauge invariance, and comment on the differences between
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SMEFT and HEFT amplitudes from the point of view of locality and analyticity. In
section 3.1 we derive the generic — or HEFT — SM amplitudes with up to E2 growth.
These are shown in table 1. In section 3, we derive the analogous SMEFT amplitudes. The
unbroken SMEFT contact terms are reviewed in table 2, where we also relate their Wilson
coefficients to those of the Warsaw basis. We then list the massive SMEFT contact terms
in table 3. Thus, each kinematic structure in the physical amplitudes can be associated
with a specific operator in the Warsaw basis. In section 4, we derive the remaining HEFT
amplitudes featuring cubic or quartic energy growth. For completeness, we flesh out the
details of on-shell Higgsing in appendix A using the WWhh amplitude as an example. We
discuss the general structure of the low-energy amplitude, explain the derivation of four-
point contact terms, and derive the dimension-six correction to the WWh amplitude from
the relevant massless factorizable six-point amplitude. Finally, in appendix B, we list the
leading high-energy behavior of the generic low-energy factorizable four-point amplitudes.

2 Preliminaries

Each four-point amplitude consists of a factorizable part, which depends on the three-
point couplings; and a non-factorizable part, which is purely local and contains the four-
point contact terms. The independent parameters entering the amplitude are thus the
renormalizable and non-renormalizable three-point couplings, as well as the coefficients of
independent four-point contact terms. Together with the three-point couplings given in
ref. [33], the four-point couplings we will list here parameterize the most general SM EFT
amplitudes, and allow for the construction of the full four-point amplitude.

We derive the contact terms of the massive and massless SM particles below the
electroweak breaking scale. For the most part, we assume baryon- and lepton number
conservation, but we will comment on the modifications to the contact terms in the presence
of Majorana neutrinos. The low energy theory features several dimensionful parameters,
namely the particle masses, and the cutoff, which we denote by Λ̄. Neglecting fermion
masses apart from the top, the masses are parametrically of the same order, and the contact
terms can be written as a double expansion in m/E and E/Λ̄, where m denotes the common
mass scale and E is the energy. If we only impose SU(3)×U(1), the contact terms we derive
apriori describe HEFT amplitudes. To obtain the low-energy SMEFT contact terms, we
start from the SMEFT contact terms at high energies, with SU(2)×U(1) broken by the
vacuum expectation value (VEV) v of a single Higgs doublet. The low-energy amplitudes
then involve two dimensionful parameters, namely v and the SMEFT cutoff, which we
denote by Λ. A large hierarchy between v and the cutoff is only possible in the SMEFT,
where SU(2)×U(1) is linearly realized at Λ. Thus, for HEFT amplitudes it is appropriate
to set Λ̄ = v. On the other hand, in the SMEFT, with lepton-number conservation, the
massless amplitudes feature only even powers of Λ, and typically 1/Λ̄2 in the low-energy
SMEFT amplitudes maps to 1/Λ2, while 1/Λ̄ maps to v/Λ2.

The amplitudes are written in terms of spinor variables [64], using the little-group-
covariant bolded spinor formalism of [43] for massive particles. We summarize the essentials
of this formalism here. For more detail, and for explicit expressions for the spinors, we refer
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the reader to [33, 43]. Our conventions for the spinors and their high energy limits follow
ref. [33]. An external massive particle i of momentum pi is described by a pair of massless
spinors, i)M=1,2. Here and in the following, i) stands for either i] or i〉. For each external
fermion i, the amplitude contains one factor of i)M=1,2 with M = 1, 2 corresponding to
positive and negative helicity respectively for square spinors, and conversely for angle
spinors. For each external vector i, the amplitude contains i){M i)N}. For square spinors,
(MN) = 11, (MN) = 22, and {12}, correspond to positive, negative, and zero polarizations,
respectively. Boldface indicates symmetrization over vector indices, but we use it for any
massive spinor or momentum to distinguish them from massless ones.

The different spinor structures contributing to a given amplitude can be classified
according to their helicity category, namely, the helicities of the external particles in the
massless spinor structure obtained by naively unbolding the massive structure [55]. Thus for
example, the structure [12][12], which can appear in amplitudes with two vectors, 1 and 2,
and two scalars, is in the + + 00 helicity category, since the unbolded [12][12] corresponds
to a + + 00 helicity amplitude. In contrast, [12]〈12〉 is in the 0000 helicity category, since
[12]〈12〉 corresponds to a four-scalar massless amplitude.

To obtain the HEFT contact terms, we follow [55]. The contact terms are determined
by Lorentz symmetry, which dictates their little-group transformations, locality, and the
additional symmetries of the theory, in this case, SU(3)×U(1)EM and baryon and lepton
number. Manifestly-local contact terms can be constructed from the list of independent
SCTs, namely spinor structures with no additional powers of the Mandelstams, and then
appending a polynomial in the independent Mandelstam invariants, say s and t. Isolating
the independent SCTs can be largely done by relying on the massless limit. However, once
they are multiplied by the Mandelstams, some terms can become redundant. We refer the
reader to [55] for more details. The relevant SCT bases for four-point of spins 0, 1/2, and 1
were presented in [55] and provide the basis for our analysis. Note that the SCTs carry all
the polarization information of the external particles.

Since the low-energy amplitude features several mass scales, the energy growth of a
certain contact term may not simply correlate with the dimension of the operator which
generates it at leading order. In particular, spinor structures in longitudinal-vector helicity
categories should be accompanied by an inverse factor of the vector mass in order to correctly
infer the dimension at which these structures first appear at the Lagrangian level [55].
Concretely, a structure of the form · · · i]〈i · · · , where i is a vector line, should be normalized
as · · · i]〈i/Mi · · · , where Mi is the mass of the vector i. This follows from the fact that
i]〈i/Mi is nothing but the polarization vector of the vector i. Another way to see this is
to note that the longitudinal vector arises from a derivatively coupled Goldstone. Thus
the corresponding operator contains ∂G, where G is the Goldstone field. To interpret this
operator as a vector operator requires an inverse mass to get the correct dimension, that
is, ∂G→ ∂G/Mi. Note that i]〈i/Mi is finite in the high-energy limit for transverse vector
polarizations, but scales as E/Mi for a longitudinal vector polarization.

In fact, the 1/MV “poles” appearing in these contact terms (where MV stands for
a vector mass) reflect their non-local nature. These terms are required to cancel E/MV

growth in the factorizable massive amplitude in order to obtain a well-behaved theory above
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v, and are therefore associated with the factorizable part of the amplitudes. In contrast,
the non-factorizable parts of the amplitude consist of terms that are manifestly local, and
which are therefore suppressed purely by powers of Λ̄.

The distinction between Λ̄ and MV suppression is only sharp in the SMEFT, where
these scales can be hierarchically separated. For the SMEFT amplitudes to be sensible at
high-energy, v � E � Λ, positive powers of E/m must cancel. We list the leading power of
E/m terms of the factorizable amplitudes in appendix B. The equivalence of perturbative
unitarity and gauge invariance is very transparent in the massive spinor formalism. The
sources of E/m behavior are factors such as i]〈i/M . For zero vector polarization, this
scales as E/M , and typically leads to amplitudes growing as a positive power of E/M . Such
terms violate perturbative unitarity, which requires En growth to be suppressed by the
same power of the cutoff. Choosing instead the vector polarization to be positive, the factor
i]i〉/MV is finite, and can be written as i]ξi〉 where i] is the high-energy limit of i]I=1, and
ξi〉 = i〉I=2/MV is finite. Requiring the high-energy amplitude to be independent of the
arbitrary spinor ξi〉 is thus equivalent to requiring perturbative unitarity. On the other
hand, in the massless, high-energy theory, ξi〉 is an arbitrary spinor, which is nothing but
the reference spinor associated with the vector polarizations, and the condition that the
amplitude is independent of ξi〉 translates to the condition that it is gauge invariant. We
show one example of this type, namely the WWhh amplitude in appendix A.

As mentioned above, inverse mass behavior signals the non-locality of amplitudes,
associated with their factorizable parts. This is precisely the type of behavior we expect to
see in the HEFT. The fact that states getting their mass from EWSB are integrated out,
translates in the on-shell picture to 1/v non-analyticity of the amplitudes, which implies a
cutoff of order v. In contrast, in the SMEFT, the full amplitudes, including factorizable
and contact terms pieces, should be well behaved for v � E � Λ, with no E/M pieces.

3 Four-point contact terms at O(E2)

3.1 HEFT contact terms

In this section, we list the independent four-point contact terms of SM particles with
E2 energy growth, imposing SU(3)×U(1)EM invariance and baryon- and lepton-number
conservation. Bases of independent contact terms for four-point massive amplitudes of
particles of spin ≤1 were derived in ref. [55]. Here we apply these results to the case of SM
amplitudes. We list contact terms with E2 growth here, and contact terms with E4 growth
in section 4. Together with the three-point electroweak amplitudes derived in ref. [33],1 the
four-point contact terms and their coefficients allow for a full parametrization of general
EFT amplitudes up to E4.

The generic dimension-six contact terms are listed in table 1. The bolded products (ij)
stand for either square or angle brackets, as appropriate for the helicity category in question.
The Wilson coefficients of these structures are denoted by capital C’s, with subscripts

1Three-point gluons were not included in ref. [33], but can be obtained from the photon amplitudes by
simply adding a color factor.
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denoting the external particles, and superscripts denoting the helicity category. Here and
in the following, f denotes any SM fermion, V denotes the W or the Z, and h denotes the
physical Higgs.

Note that at this order, all the contact terms are given by spinor structures with no
additional powers of the Mandelstam invariants. Thus they correspond to SCTs. In section 4,
when we consider also E4 terms, these expansions will appear. Recall that the SCTs carry
the little group weights associated with the external particles and encode their polarization
information. Amplitudes not shown in this table have their leading contributions from
SCTs involving more than two spinor products.

Most of the contact terms in table 1 are suppressed by two powers of the cutoff,
namely 1/Λ̄2, and correspond to independent dimension-six operators. The exceptions are
structures in longitudinal vector categories. As mentioned above, these are normalized as
〈12〉[12]/M2

V and 〈13〉[23]/(MV Λ̄) (and similarly for 1↔ 2). With this normalization, we
can read off the dimension of the low-energy operator which first generates these terms as
4 and 5 respectively. Indeed, 〈12〉[12] is first generated at dimension-4, and corresponds
to the operator V µVµh

2. It is required to cancel the high-energy growth of the massive
SM factorizable amplitude.2 We can split the coefficient of the contact term 〈12〉[12]
as C00

WWhh = C00,fac
WWhh + C00,CT

WWhh with the part C00,fac
WWhh canceling the E2/M2

V part of the
factorizable amplitude. Thus C00,fac

WWhh is determined by three-point couplings, while the
remaining C00,CT

WWhh constitutes an independent Wilson coefficient. In the SMEFT, this
split cleanly correlates with the counting of operator dimensions in the high-energy theory.
C00
WWhh is an expansion in v2/Λ2, with the leading v0 piece corresponding to C00,fac

WWhh,
and determined by the SM dimension-four gauge coupling. At dimension-six, both the
three-point couplings and C00,fac

WWhh are shifted by v2/Λ2 corrections such that the cancelation
still holds. On top of this, C00,CT

WWhh/Λ2 is an independent 4-point Wilson coefficient.
In the HEFT, on the other hand, the various couplings are just numbers, and there is

no expansion in the VEV. Power counting can be done in various ways. Splitting C00
WWhh

as before, C00,fac
WWhh is naturally treated as dimension-four, such that upon adding it to

the factorizable part, the full amplitude has no E growth. The coefficient C00,CT
WWhh can

be viewed as dimension-six, since it generates E2 terms. Alternatively, it can be viewed
as dimension-four, since it corresponds to the operator V 2h2. In any case, the physical
quantity is the numerical coefficient of each kinematic structure, and these differences are
just a matter of theory interpretation. Moreover, there is no sharp distinction in the HEFT
between the cutoff Λ̄ and the electroweak mass scale v, with Λ̄ ∼ v. In the following,
when we refer to HEFT dimensions, we will refer to the dimension of the corresponding
operator. The contact terms 〈12〉[12] and 〈13〉[23] are then dimension-4 and 5 respectively.
Furthermore, it is easy to read off the minimal dimensions of these operators in the SMEFT.
To leading order in the v expansion, Λ̄−2 = Λ−2, and Λ̄−1 = vΛ−2. Therefore, both of these
contact terms can be first generated at dimension-six in the SMEFT. This is consistent
with the fact that the factorizable fermion-fermion-vector-higgs amplitudes only feature
E/M growth (see table 4), so C±∓0,fac

ffV h = 0. Indeed, as was shown in [33], perturbative

2The leading high-energy behavior of each factorizable amplitude is shown in table 4.
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Massive amplitudes E2 contact terms

M(WWhh) C00
WWhh〈12〉[12], C±±WWhh(12)2

M(ZZhh) C00
ZZhh〈12〉[12], C±±ZZhh(12)2

M(gghh) C±±gghh(12)2

M(γγhh) C±±γγhh(12)2

M(γZhh) C±γZhh(12)2

M(hhhh) Chhhh

M(f cfhh) C±±ffhh(12)

M(f cfWh) C+−0
ffWh[13]〈23〉, C−+0

ffWh〈13〉[23], C±±±ffWh(13)(23)

M(f cfZh) C+−0
ffZh[13]〈23〉, C−+0

ffZh〈13〉[23], C±±±ffZh(13)(23)

M(f cfγh) C±±±ffγh (13)(23)

M(qcqgh) C±±±qqgh (13)(23)

M(f cff cf) C±±±±,1ffff (12)(34), C−−++
ffff 〈12〉[34], C−+−+

ffff 〈13〉[24], C−++−
ffff 〈14〉[23]

C±±±±,2ffff (13)(24), C++−−
ffff [12]〈34〉, C+−+−

ffff [13]〈24〉, C+−−+
ffff [14]〈23〉

Table 1. Contact terms with E2 growth. The C’s stand for independent HEFT coefficients, and
are mostly generated at Λ̄−2, corresponding to d = 6 operators. The only exceptions are C00

WWhh

and C±∓0
ffV h which appear with M−2

V and (MV Λ̄)−1 respectively, corresponding to d = 4 and d = 5
operators (for details see text). Color structures and indices are not shown but can be added
unambiguously. For identical Majorana neutrinos, the structures C±±±ffZh(13)(23) and C±±±ffγh (13)(23)
do not appear.

unitarity of this amplitude only implies relations between SM couplings, specifically, the
relation between the fermion mass, the Yukawa coupling, and the Higgs VEV.

3.2 SMEFT contact terms

To obtain the SMEFT contact terms, we start with the massless dimension-six SMEFT
contact terms. These were derived in [34] and we list them for completeness in table 2.

For each amplitude in table 2, we show the kinematic and group theory structure. We
also list the Warsaw basis operator, or combination of operators, O, that generates this
structure, and the corresponding Wilson coefficient c. We use H to denote the Higgs doublet,
g, W and B for an SU(3), SU(2) or U(1) gauge boson respectively, Q (L) for SU(2)-doublet
quarks (leptons), and u, d (e) for SU(2)-singlet quarks (leptons). The different group theory
factors are denoted as follows: σI are the Pauli matrices, λA are the Gell-Mann matrices,
T± klij ≡ 1/2(δki δlj ± δkj δli), T+ lmn

ijk ≡ δliδmj δnk + δliδ
m
k δ

n
j + δljδ

m
i δ

n
k + δljδ

m
k δ

n
i + δlkδ

m
j δ

n
i + δlkδ

m
i δ

n
j ,

and εIJK and fABC are the SU(2)L and SU(3)c structure constants respectively.
Parameterizing the Higgs doublet as

H =
(
G+,

1√
2

(v + h+ iG0)
)T

, (3.1)
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Amplitude Contact term Warsaw basis operator Coefficient

A(Hc
iH

c
jH

c
kH

lHmHn) T+ lmn
ijk OH/6 c(H†H)3

A(Hc
iH

c
jH

kH l) s12T
+ kl
ij OHD/2 +OH �/4 c

(+)
(H†H)2

A(Hc
iH

c
jH

kH l) (s13 − s23)T− klij OHD/2−OH �/4 c
(−)
(H†H)2

A(B±B±Hc
iH

j) (12)2δji (OHB ± iOHB̃)/2 c±±BBHH

A(B±W I±Hc
iH

j) (12)2(σI)ji OHWB ± iOHW̃B c±±BWHH

A(W I+W J+Hc
iH

j) (12)2δIJδji (OHW ± iOHW̃ )/2 c±±WWHH

A(gA±gB±Hc
iH

j) (12)2δABδji (OHG ± iOHG̃)/2 c±±GGHH

A(LcieHc
jH

kH l) [12]T+ kl
ij OeH/2 c++

LeHHH

A(Qca,idbHc
jH

kH l) [12]T+ kl
ij δba OdH/2 c++

QdHHH

A(Qca,iubHc
jH

c
kH

l) [12]εimT+ml
jk δba OuH/2 c++

QuHHH

A(eceHc
iH

j) 〈142]δji OHe/2 c−+
eeHH

A(ucaubHc
iH

j) 〈142]δji δba OHu/2 c−+
uuHH

A(dcadbHc
iH

j) 〈142]δji δba OHd/2 c−+
ddHH

A(ucadbH iHj) 〈142]εijδba OHud/2 c−+
udHH

A(LciLjHc
kH

l) [142〉T+ jl
ik

(
O(1)
HL +O(3)

HL

)
/8 c

+−,(+)
LLHH

A(LciLjHc
kH

l) [142〉T− jlik

(
O(1)
HL −O

(3)
HL

)
/8 c

+−,(−)
LLHH

A(Qca,iQb,jHc
kH

l) [142〉T+ jl
ik δba

(
3O(1)

HQ +O(3)
HQ

)
/8 c

+−,(+)
QQHH

A(Qca,iQb,jHc
kH

l) [142〉T− jlik δba (O(1)
HQ −O

(3)
HQ)/8 c

+−,(−)
QQHH

A(LcieB+Hj) [13][23]δji −iOeB/(2
√

2) c+++
LeBH

A(Qca,idbB+Hj) [13][23]δji δba −iOdB/(2
√

2) c+++
QdBH

A(Qca,iubB+Hc
j ) [13][23]εijδba −iOuB/(2

√
2) c+++

QuBH

A(LcieW I+Hj) [13][23](σI)ji −iOeW /(2
√

2) c+++
LeWH

A(Qca,idbW I+Hj) [13][23](σI)ji δba −iOdW /(2
√

2) c+++
QdWH

A(Qca,iubW I+Hc
j ) [13][23](σI)ikεkj δba −iOuW /(2

√
2) c+++

QuWH

A(Qca,idbgA+Hj) [13][23]δji (λA)ba −iOdG/(2
√

2) c+++
QdGH

A(Qca,iubgA+Hc
j ) [13][23]εij(λA)ba −iOuG/(2

√
2) c+++

QuGH

A(W I±W J±WK±) (12)(23)(31)εIJK (OW ± iOW̃ )/6 c±±±WWW

A(gA±gB±gC±) (12)(23)(31)fABC (OG ± iOG̃)/6 c±±±GGG

Table 2. Massless d = 6 SMEFT contact terms [34] and their relations to Warsaw basis operators [3].
For each operator (or operator combination) O in the third column, cO generates the structure
in the second column with the coefficient c given in the fourth column. c-superscripts denote
charge conjugation.
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we can obtain the high-energy amplitudes featuring the Goldstones G± and the radial
mode h on the external legs. Each one of the massless contact terms is then “Higgsed” to
obtain the corresponding massive contact term(s), as described in ref. [47]. Massless contact
terms featuring only fermions and vectors are simply bolded to give massive contact terms
with fermions and vectors, in transverse vector helicity categories. Massless contact terms
featuring a Higgs leg give rise to contact terms with a massive scalar leg, in which case they
are simply bolded; or to contact terms with a massive vector leg. Thus for example, based
on kinematics alone, it is easy to see that at order E2, the Q†QH†H contact term gives rise
to a Q†QZh contact term, but does not generate a contact term with two physical Higgses.
The massless amplitude features [132〉. We can then read off the massive structure using,

[132〉 = [13]〈32〉 → [13]〈32〉 , (3.2)

which contributes to the Q†QZh amplitude. Note that only a structure with a momentum
insertion p3 can give rise to a vector amplitude. Indeed [132〉 is consistent with being a
Goldstone amplitude since it is derivatively coupled. On the other hand, [132〉 cannot
contribute to a low-energy amplitude with two physical Higgses: Bose symmetry would
require [132〉 → [1(3 + 4)2〉 which is vanishing.

This procedure reproduces the full set of structures of table 1, and relates their
coefficients to the massless SMEFT coefficients. We collect the massive SMEFT contact
terms and their coefficients in table 3. Four-fermion contact terms are not shown here
because their matching to the high-energy amplitudes is straightforward. Each of the Wilson
coefficients C in table 3 is d = 6, and is suppressed by Λ2. As explained in section 3.1,
the low-energy amplitudes may also contain mass-suppressed contact terms in longitudinal
vector helicity categories, which are associated with the factorizable part of the amplitude.
Thus for example, the structure 〈12〉[12] in the WWhh amplitude has two pieces: one
comes with a coefficient C00,fac

WWhh, which is determined by three-point couplings, and one
which is an independent SMEFT d = 6 four-point coupling, C00,CT

WWhh. Only the latter is
given in table 3, but we omit the superscript CT for simplicity.

Note furthermore that high-energy four-point contact terms with Higgs legs may also
correct the three-point couplings. The d = 6 SMEFT corrections to the three-points were
derived in ref. [33] by matching to the Feynman diagram result obtained using ref. [65].
These corrections can also be obtained by on-shell Higgsing. For an explicit example,
see appendix A, where we calculate the v2/Λ2 correction to the WWh coupling from the
massless H2(H†)2WW amplitude.

For the d = 6 bosonic contact terms of table 3, the only change compared to the HEFT
contact terms of table 1 is in the ±± helicity categories of V V hh, where six d = 6 SMEFT
parameters control eight HEFT parameters. Additional relations appear among the fermion
SMEFT amplitudes, where the coefficients of up- and down-quark (or antiquark) amplitudes
featuring i〉, (or [i) are equal, since they originate from the same doublet (anti)-quark
amplitude. The coefficients of lepton-doublet amplitudes are similarly related.
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Massive d = 6 amplitudes SMEFT Wilson coefficients

M(W+
LW

−
L hh) = C00

WWhh〈12〉[12] C00
WWhh = (c(+)

(H†H)2 − 3c(−)
(H†H)2)/2

M(W+
±W

−
± hh) = C±±WWhh(12)2 C±±WWhh = 2c±±WWHH

M(ZLZLhh) = C00
ZZhh〈12〉[12] C00

ZZhh = −2c(+)
(H†H)2

M(Z±Z±hh) = C±±ZZhh(12)2 C±±ZZhh = c2
W c
±±
WWHH + s2

W c
±±
BBHH + cW sW c

±±
BWHH

M(g±g±hh) = C±±gghh(12)2 C±±gghh = c±±GGHH

M(γ±γ±hh) = C±±γγhh(12)2 C±±γγhh = s2
W c
±±
WWHH + c2

W c
±±
BBHH − cW sW c

±±
BWHH

M(γ±Zhh) = C±γZhh(12)2 C±γZhh = sW cW c
±±
WWHH − sW cW c

±±
BBHH + 1

2(s2
W − c2

W )c±±BWHH

M(hhhh) = Chhhh Chhhh = −3c(H†H)2 + 45 v2c(H†H)3

M(f c±f±hh) = C±±ffhh(12) C±±ffhh = 3c±±ΨψHHHv/(2
√

2)

M(f c+f ′−WLh) = C+−0
ffWh[13]〈23〉 C+−0

ffWh = (c+−,(+)
ΨΨHH − c

+−,(−)
ΨΨHH )/2

M(f c−f ′+WLh) = C−+0
ffWh〈13〉[23] C−+0

ffWh = c−+
ψRψ

′
RHH

M(f c±f ′±W±h) = C±±±ffWh(13)(23) C±±±ffWh = c±±±ΨψWH/2

M(f c+f−ZLh) = C+−0
ffZh[13]〈23〉 C+−0

eLeLZh
= −i

√
2c+−,(+)

ΨΨHH , C+−0
νLνLZh

= −i(c+−,(+)
ΨΨHH + c

+−,(−)
ΨΨHH )/

√
2

M(f c−f+ZLh) = C−+0
ffZh〈13〉[23] C−+0,CT

ffZh = −i
√

2c−+
ψψHH

M(f c±f±Z±h) = C±±±ffZh(13)(23) C±±±ffZh = −(sW c±±±ΨψBH + cW c
±±±
ΨψWH)/

√
2

M(f c±f±γ±h) = C±±±ffγh (13)(23) C±±±ffγh = (−sW c±±±ΨψWH + cW c
±±±
ΨψBH)/

√
2

M(qc±q±gA±h) = C±±±qqgh λ
A(13)(23) C±±±qqgh = c±±±ΨψGH/

√
2

Table 3. The low-energy E2 contact terms (left column) and their d = 6 coefficients in the SMEFT
(right column). c(H†H)2 without a superscript is the renormalizable four-Higgs coupling. The
mapping for four fermion contact terms is trivial, so we do not include them here.

4 Four-point contact terms at E3 and E4

In this section, we derive the remaining contact terms contributing to the SM amplitudes
up to and including quartic energy growth. These include additional SCTs beyond those
listed in table 2, as well as variations of the SCTs in table 2 multiplied by powers of
the Mandelstam invariants. For generic four-point amplitudes with spins ≤ 1, the list of
independent SCTs is exhausted at quartic energy growth. However, for the SM particle
content, some of these only contribute at higher orders, when multiplied by additional
powers of the invariants, due to (anti)symmetrization over identical particles. We comment
on these additional contributions where relevant.

For each amplitude, we show the independent contact terms, and the dimension of the
corresponding HEFT operator, following the discussion in section 3.1. Recall that apart
from longitudinal vector categories, all structures are suppressed by the appropriate power of
Λ̄, namely Λ̄3 or Λ̄4 here. On the other hand, each longitudinal vector i comes with a factor
i〉[i/Mi. In the HEFT, Λ̄ = v ∼MV , but the MV factors allow us to infer the dimension of
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the corresponding operator. We also show the lowest dimension at which each structure
may be generated in the SMEFT, using the fact that any single power of Λ̄ can be written
as 1/Λ̄ = v/Λ2. Thus for example, in the WWZh amplitude, the structure [13][12]〈23〉 is
accompanied by 1/(MWMZΛ̄), and its HEFT and possible SMEFT dimensions are given
as (5, 8).

Where appropriate, we only show “half” the allowed structures, with the rest obtained
by a parity flip (PF), switching all angle and square brackets. The number of independent
structures is also given, following the HEFT and SMEFT operator dimensions. In the
HEFT, the coefficients of the terms listed here are all independent. In the SMEFT, many
of them are related. These relations can be derived by “Higgsing” the massless amplitudes.
This was done for ūdWh and WWhh in ref. [47]. We also comment on how the contact
terms are modified when Majorana neutrinos are involved.

4.1 Bosonic amplitudes with all massive particles

4.1.1 hhhh

There is no E2 contact term due to the Bose symmetry of the Higgs legs. The first contact
term appears at E4 and is,

s̃2
12 + s̃2

13 + s̃2
14 (8, 8) # = 1 (4.1)

Here and in the following, the numbers in the parenthesis indicate the dimensions of
the corresponding HEFT and SMEFT operators respectively, and # is the number of
independent contact terms.

4.1.2 Zhhh

Once we symmetrize over h legs, there is no E2 contact term. At E4 there is a single
structure,

0 : s̃12[121〉+ s̃13[131〉+ s̃14[141〉 (7; 8) # = 1 (4.2)

The Mandelstams are necessary due to symmetrization over h. The symmetric sum of
s̃13[121〉 is (s̃13 + s̃14)[121〉 + (s̃12 + s̃14)[131〉 + (s̃13 + s̃14)[141〉 which simplifies to the
above structure. Note that there is no LE factorizable amplitude.

There is an additional SCT in this case, which first contributes at dimension 13,
(s̃12 − s̃13)(s̃12 − s̃14)(s̃13 − s̃14)([1231]− 〈1231〉).

4.1.3 ZZhh

00 : [131〉[232〉+ [141〉[242〉, s̃12[12]〈12〉 (6; 8) # = 2
++ : s̃12[12]2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+− : [1(3− 4)2〉2 + 〈1(3− 4)2]2 (8; 8) # = 1

(4.3)

Since there is no E4/(M2Λ̄2) growth in the factorizable amplitude, there are no M2Λ2-
suppressed contact terms in the SMEFT. All independent vvss SCTs appear at E4 order.
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4.1.4 W+W−hh

00 : [131〉[242〉+ [141〉[232〉, s̃12[12]〈12〉 (6; 8) # = 2
++ : s̃12[12]2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+− : [1(3− 4)2〉2; PF (8; 8) # = 2

(4.4)

All independent vvss SCTs appear at order E4.

4.1.5 W+W−Zh

000 : [12][343〉〈12〉, (1↔ 3), (2↔ 3) (5; 8) # = 3
+00 : [12]〈23〉[31]; Perm(+00); PF (5; 8) # = 6

+ + 0 : {[12]2[313〉, [12]2[323〉}; Perm(+ + 0); PF (7; 8) # = 12
+− 0 : [13][142〉〈23〉,Perm(+− 0) (7; 8) # = 6

+ + + : [12][13][23]; PF (7, 8) # = 2

(4.5)

Above, “Perm” stands for the different possible helicity assignments, eg, (+00), (0 + 0),
(00+). For the (+−0) helicity category, two of the six structures can be exchanged for other
O(E4) SCTs times Mandelstams. Since the latter are beyond quartic order and therefore
not included in our counting, all six structures (+− 0) are independent.

4.1.6 ZZZh

000 : [12][343〉〈12〉+ Perm(123) (5; 8) # = 1
+ + 0 : [12]2[343〉+ Perm(+ + 0); PF (7; 8) # = 2
+− 0 : [13][142〉〈23〉+ Perm(+− 0) (7; 8) # = 1

(4.6)

Here, Perm(123) means all permutations of the momenta. The remaining SCTs which
appear in WWZh require additional Mandelstams to satisfy the Bose symmetry of the Z
bosons. The (+00) helicity category first appears at E5 as (s12 − s13)[12]〈23〉[31]. With
the parity flipped structure, this introduces two independent coefficients. The (+ + +)
helicity category first appears at E9 from (s12 − s13)(s13 − s23)(s21 − s23)[12][13][23], with
an additional independent structure from parity.

4.1.7 W+W−ZZ

0000 : [12][34]〈12〉〈34〉, [13][24]〈13〉〈24〉+ (3↔ 4) (4; 8) # = 2
+ + 00 : [12]2[34]〈34〉; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+0 + 0 : {[12][34][13]〈24〉, [14][23][13]〈24〉}+ (3↔ 4); (1↔ 2); PF (6; 8) # = 8
00 + + : [34]2[12]〈12〉; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+− 00 : [13][14]〈23〉〈24〉; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+0− 0 : {[12][14]〈23〉〈34〉+ (3↔ 4), (1↔ 2)}; PF (6; 8) # = 4
00 +− : [13][23]〈14〉〈24〉+ (3↔ 4) (6; 8) # = 1

+ + ++ : {[12]2[34]2, [13]2[24]2 + (3↔ 4)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
−+−+ : [14]2〈23〉2 + (3↔ 4); PF (8; 8) # = 2

(4.7)
At order E5 several new vvvv SCTs become independent in the (+000), (+ + +0), and
(+ +−0) helicity categories.
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4.1.8 W+W+W−W−

0000 : [12][34]〈12〉〈34〉, [13][24]〈13〉〈24〉+ (3↔ 4) (4; 8) # = 2
+ + 00 : [12]2[34]〈34〉; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+0 + 0 : {[12][34][13]〈24〉, [14][23][13]〈24〉}+ (1↔ 2) + (3↔ 4); PF (6; 8) # = 4
00 + + : [34]2[12]〈12〉; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+− 00 : [13][14]〈23〉〈24〉+ (1↔ 2) (6; 8) # = 1
+0− 0 : [12][14]〈23〉〈34〉+ (1↔ 2) + (3↔ 4); PF (6; 8) # = 2
00 +− : [13][23]〈14〉〈24〉+ (3↔ 4) (6; 8) # = 1

+ + ++ : {[13]2[24]2 + (1↔ 2), [13][14][23][24]}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
−+−+ : [24]2〈13〉2 + [14]2〈23〉2 + (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 1

(4.8)
At E5 several new vvvv SCTs become independent in the (+000), (+ + +0), and (+ +−0)
helicity categories.

4.1.9 ZZZZ

0000 : [13][24]〈13〉〈24〉+ Perm(1234) (4; 8) # = 1
+ + 00 : [12]2[34]〈34〉+ Perm(1234); PF (6; 8) # = 2
+− 00 : [13][14]〈23〉〈24〉+ Perm(1234) (6; 8) # = 1

+ + ++ : [12]2[34]2 + [13]2[24]2 + [14]2[23]2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉2 + Perm(1234) (8; 8) # = 1

(4.9)

At E5 several new vvvv SCTs become independent in the (+000), (+ + +0), and (+ +−0)
helicity categories.

4.2 Fermionic amplitudes with all massive particles

4.2.1 fcfhh

++ : s̃12[12]; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+− : {s̃14[132〉+ s̃13[142〉}; PF (8; 8) # = 2 (4.10)

All SCT bases are covered at E4. For Majorana neutrinos, there is only a single independent
coefficient in the (+−) category.

4.2.2 fcfZh and fcf ′Wh

+ + 0 : {[12][313〉, [12][323〉}; PF (6; 8) # = 4
+−+ : {[13][312〉, [23][321〉}; PF (7; 8) # = 4
+− 0 : [13]〈23〉 × {s̃12, s̃13}; PF (7; 8) # = 4

+ + + : [13][23]× {s̃12, s̃13}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+ +− : [12]〈3123〉; PF (8; 8) # = 2

(4.11)

All SCT bases are covered at E4.
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For identical Majorana neutrinos, the ννZh structures are modified to,

+ + 0 : [12][313〉; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+−+ : [13][312〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+− 0 : ([13]〈23〉 − (1↔ 2))× s̃12, ([13]〈23〉+ (1↔ 2))× (s̃13 − s̃23) (7; 8) # = 2

+ + + : [13][23]× (s̃13 − s̃23); PF (8; 8) # = 2
(4.12)

where we only show the HEFT operator dimensions. The (+ +−) helicity category only
appears at E6, with the two independent E4 structures multiplied by s13 − s14.

4.2.3 fcfcff

When the four fermions are distinguishable, the contact terms are,

+ + +− : {[12][324〉,Perm(+ + +−)}; PF (7; 8) # = 8
+ + ++ : {s̃13[13][24], s̃13[14][23], s̃14[14][23]}; PF (8; 8) # = 6
+ +−− : {[12]〈34〉,Perm(+ +−−)} × {s̃12, s̃13} (8; 8) # = 12

(4.13)

All SCTs are covered at E4. For four Dirac fermions of the same flavor, f c1f c1f1f1, the basis
is to modified to,

+ + ++ : {[12][34]× s̃12, ([13][24] + (1↔ 2))× (s̃13 − s̃14)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : [12]〈34〉 × s̃12; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+−+− : [([13]〈24〉 − (3↔ 4))− (1↔ 2)]× s̃12,

[([13]〈24〉+ (3↔ 4)) + (1↔ 2)]× (s̃13 − s̃14) (8; 8) # = 2
(4.14)

For four identical Majorana neutrinos, one has

+ + ++ : [12][34]× s̃12 + Perm(1234); PF (8; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]〈34〉 × s̃12 + Perm(1234) (8; 8) # = 1 (4.15)

For the same flavor and Majorana neutrinos, the missing SCTs in the (+ + +−) helicity
category appear at E5.

4.2.4 W+W−fcf and WZfcf ′

00 + + : {〈12〉[12][34], 〈12〉[13][24]}; PF (5; 8) # = 4
0 + +− : 〈14〉[12][23]; (1↔ 2); (3↔ 4); PF (6; 8) # = 8
00 +− : {〈14〉〈231][23], (1↔ 2)}; PF (6; 8) # = 4

+ + ++ : {[12]2[34], [12][13][24]}; PF (7; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
0−++ : {〈12〉[34]〈241], (1↔ 2)}; PF (7; 8) # = 4
0 + ++ : {〈132][12][34], 〈132][13][24]}; (1↔ 2); PF (7; 8) # = 8

+ + +− : {[12]2[314〉, (3↔ 4)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+−−+ : {[14][132〉〈23〉, (1↔ 2)}; (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 4

(4.16)

There is a non-trivial reduction of the spinor basis for the (0−++) helicity category, but
the reduction appears as a linear combination of terms with higher energy growth which we
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have neglected. Thus all of the structures appear with independent coefficients in our basis.
All independent SCTs appear at E4 order for distinguishable fermions.

For identical Majorana neutrinos, W+W−νν,

00 + + : 〈12〉[12][34]; PF (5; 8)− 2
0 + +− : {〈14〉[12][23]− (3↔ 4), (1↔ 2)}; PF (6; 8)− 4
00 +− : 〈14〉〈231][23]− (3↔ 4), (1↔ 2) (6; 8) # = 2

+ + ++ : [12]2[34]; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
0 + ++ : {〈132][13][24], (1↔ 2)}; PF (7; 8) # = 4

+ + +− : [12]2[314〉 − (3↔ 4); PF (8; 8) # = 2
+−−+ : [14][132〉〈23〉 − (3↔ 4), (1↔ 2) (8; 8) # = 2

(4.17)

The missing (0 − ++) helicity category SCT first appears at E6 as (s13 − s14)
〈12〉[34]〈2(3− 4)1] with four independent coefficients.

4.2.5 ZZfcf

00 + + : 〈12〉[12][34]; PF (5; 8) # = 2
0 + +− : {〈14〉[12][23] + (1↔ 2), (3↔ 4)}; PF (6; 8) # = 4
00 +− : 〈14〉〈231][23] + (1↔ 2); PF (6; 8) # = 2

+ + ++ : [12]2[34]; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
0−++ : 〈12〉[34]〈241] + (1↔ 2); PF (7; 8) # = 2
0 + ++ : {〈132][12][34], 〈132][13][24]}+ (1↔ 2); PF (7; 8) # = 4

+−−+ : [14][132〉〈23〉+ (1↔ 2), (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 2

(4.18)

All independent SCTs appear at E4.
For identical Majorana neutrinos,

00 + + : 〈12〉[12][34]; PF (5; 8) # = 2
0 + +− : [〈14〉[12][23] + (1↔ 2)]− (3↔ 4); PF (6; 8) # = 2
00 +− : [〈14〉〈231][23] + (1↔ 2)]− (3↔ 4) (6; 8) # = 1

+ + ++ : [12]2[34]; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
0 + ++ : [〈132][13][24] + (1↔ 2)]− (3↔ 4); PF (7; 8) # = 2

+−−+ : [[14][132〉〈23〉+ (1↔ 2)]− (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 1

(4.19)

The missing (0 − ++) helicity category SCT first appears at E6 from symmetrizing
(s13 − s14)〈12〉[34]〈2(3− 4)1] with two independent coefficients.

4.3 Bosonic amplitudes with massless vectors

4.3.1 γhhh

There is a single structure appearing at dimension 13, using (s̃12 − s̃13)(s̃12 − s̃14)(s̃13 −
s̃14)([1231]− 〈1231〉).
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4.3.2 γZhh

++ : s̃12[12]2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+− : [132〉2 + (3↔ 4); PF (8; 8) # = 2 (4.20)

All independent vvss SCTs appear already at E4.

4.3.3 gghh and γγhh

++ : s̃12[12]2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+− : [[132〉2 + (3↔ 4)] + (1↔ 2) (8; 8) # = 1 (4.21)

The δAB color factors are suppressed in gghh. All independent vvss SCTs appear already
at E4. These amplitudes were derived in [31] up to dimension-10.

4.3.4 gggh

+ + + : fABC [12][13][23]; PF (7; 8) # = 2 (4.22)

The (+ + −) helicity amplitude is first generated at E5 as fABC [12]3〈13〉〈23〉 with 2
independent coefficients. The gggh amplitudes are given to dimension-13 in [31].

4.3.5 ggγh and γγγh

The only structures with En, n ≤ 4 are [12][13][23] which are manifestly antisymmetric
under 1− 2 exchange and therefore do not appear. This SCT structure first appears at E9

by multiplying by (s12 − s13)(s21 − s23)(s31 − s32) with two independent coefficients. The
+ +− helicity amplitude is first generated at E7 with [12]3〈13〉〈23〉)(s13 − s23). The γγγh
amplitudes can be easily obtained from the gggh amplitudes given in [31].

4.3.6 ggZh and γγZh

+ + 0 : [12]2[313〉+ (1↔ 2); PF (7; 8) # = 2
+− 0 : [13][142〉〈23〉+ (1↔ 2) (7; 8) # = 1 (4.23)

We suppressed the δAB color factor in ggZh. For same-helicity gluons or photons, the
helicity category (±±±) first appears at E5 with two independent coefficients. For opposite
gluon or photon helicities, (±∓±) first appears at E5 with two independent coefficients.
(Note that (±±∓) which could appear at E7, is reducible to a linear combination of other
structures multiplied by Mandelstams and the Z mass [55].)

4.3.7 γZZh

+ + 0 : {[12]2[313〉+ (2↔ 3), [12]2[323〉+ (2↔ 3)}; PF (7; 8) # = 4
+− 0 : [13][142〉〈23〉+ (2↔ 3); PF (7; 8) # = 2 (4.24)

The helicity category (+ + +) first appears at E5 with two independent coefficients, while
(−+ +) first appears at E7 with two independent coefficients. The (+−+) structure first
appears at E7 but is reducible to a linear combination of other structures multiplied by
Mandelstams and the Z mass [55].
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4.3.8 γWWh

+00 : [12]〈23〉[31]; PF (5; 8) # = 2
+ + 0 : {[12]2[313〉, [12]2[323〉}; (2↔ 3); PF (7; 8) # = 8
+− 0 : [13][142〉〈23〉, (2↔ 3) (7; 8) # = 4

+ + + : [12][13][23]; PF (7, 8) # = 2

(4.25)

The helicity category (−+ +) first appears at E7 with four independent coefficients. The
(+ + −) structure first appears at E5 but is reducible to a linear combination of other
structures multiplied by Mandelstams and the W mass [55].

4.3.9 γγγγ

+ + ++ : [12]2[34]2 + [13]2[24]2 + [14]2[23]2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉2 + Perm(1234) (8; 8) # = 1 (4.26)

There is an additional structure in the helicity category (+ + +−) which first appears at E6.

4.3.10 gggZ, gggγ and γγγZ

+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉2 + Perm(123); PF (8; 8) # = 2
+ + ++ : [12]2[34]2 + [13]2[24]2 + [14]2[23]2; PF (8; 8) # = 2 (4.27)

We suppressed the dABC color factor. There are no contact terms with an fABC structure
at this order. The gggZ amplitudes were worked out in [31] up to dimension-12. There are
additional structures in the (+ + +0), (+ +−0), and (+ +−+) helicity categories which first
appear at E5, E7, and E10 respectively. Note that the (+ + +0) and (+ +−0) structures
are not present for the gggγ contact term, and the (+ + +−) helicity category structure is
reducible. gggγ can be obtained by unbolding. The γγγZ contact terms can be obtained
from gggZ with fABC = 0 and dABC = 1.

4.3.11 ggZZ and γγZZ

+ + 00 : {[12]2[34]〈34〉}; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+− 00 : [13][14]〈23〉〈24〉+ (1↔ 2) (6; 8) # = 1

+ + ++ : {[13]2[24]2 + (1↔ 2), [13][14][23][24]; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
−+−+ : ([24]2〈13〉2 + [14]2〈23〉2) + (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 1

(4.28)

For ggZZ, there is a δAB color factor. There are additional structures in the (+ + +0),
(++−0), and (+−++) helicity categories which first appear at E5, E7, and E6 respectively.
Note that the (+ + +−) helicity category structures are reducible.

4.3.12 ggWW and γγWW

+ + 00 : {[12]2[34]〈34〉}; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+− 00 : [13][14]〈23〉〈24〉+ (1↔ 2) (6; 8) # = 1

+ + ++ : {[12]2[34]2, [13]2[24]2 + (1↔ 2)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : {[12]2〈34〉2}; PF (8; 8) # = 2
−+−+ : {[14]2〈23〉2 + (1↔ 2)}; PF (8; 8) # = 2

(4.29)
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For ggWW there is a δAB color factor. There are additional structures in the (+ + +0),
(++−0), and (+−++) helicity categories which first appear at E5, E7, and E6 respectively.
Note that the (+ + +−) helicity category structures are reducible.

4.3.13 γZWW

+ + 00 : {[12]2[34]〈34〉, [12][13][24]〈34〉}; Perm(+00); PF (6; 8) # = 12
+− 00 : {[13][14]〈23〉〈24〉,Perm(−00)}; PF (6; 8) # = 6

+ + ++ : {[12]2[34]2, [13]2[24]2, [14]2[23]2}; PF (8; 8) # = 6
+ +−− : {[12]2〈34〉2,Perm(+−−)}; PF (8; 8) # = 6

(4.30)

There are additional structures in the (+ + +0), (+ +−0), and (+ + +−) helicity categories
which first appear at E5, E5, and E6 respectively. Note that the (−+ ++) helicity category
structures are reducible.

4.3.14 γZZZ

+ + 00 : [12]2[34]〈34〉+ [13]2[24]〈24〉+ [14]2[23]〈23〉; PF (6; 8) # = 2
+− 00 : [13][14]〈23〉〈24〉+ Perm(234); PF (6; 8) # = 2

+ + ++ : [12]2[34]2 + [13]2[24]2 + [14]2[23]2; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉2 + Perm(234); PF (8; 8) # = 2

(4.31)

There are additional structures in the (+ + +0), (+ +−0), and (+ + +−) helicity categories
which first appear at E5, E5, and E6 respectively. Note that the (−+ ++) helicity category
structures are reducible.

4.3.15 ggγγ

+ + ++ : {[12]2[34]2, [13]2[24]2 + (1↔ 2)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : {[12]2〈34〉2}; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+−+− : [[13]2〈24〉2 + (1↔ 2)] + (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 1

(4.32)

We suppressed the δAB group factor for the gluons. The (+++−) helicity category structure
first appears at E6.

4.3.16 ggγZ

+ + ++ : {[12]2[34]2, [13]2[24]2 + (1↔ 2)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : {[12]2〈34〉2}; PF (8; 8) # = 2
+−−+ : {[14]2〈23〉2 + (1↔ 2)}; PF (8; 8) # = 2

(4.33)

We suppressed the δAB group factor for the gluons. There are additional structures in the
(+ + +0), (+ +−0), and (+ +−+) helicity categories which first appear at E5, E7, and E6

respectively. Note that the (+ + +−) helicity category structures are reducible.

4.3.17 gggg

+ + ++ : {G × [12]2[34]2 + Perm(1234), fABEfCDE [13]2[24]2 + Perm(1234)} (8; 8) # = 3
−−−− : {G × 〈12〉2〈34〉2 + Perm(1234), fABEfCDE〈13〉2〈24〉2 + Perm(1234)} (8; 8) # = 3
+ +−− : {G, fACEfBDE + fBCEfADE} × ([12]2〈34〉2 + Perm(1234)) (8; 8) # = 3

(4.34)
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Here G = {δABδCD, dABEdCDE} is a set of SU(3) structures. There are additional structures
in the helicity category (+ + +−) which first appears at E6.

4.4 Fermionic amplitudes with massless vectors

4.4.1 fcfγh and fcfgh

+ + + : [13][23]× {s12, s13}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+−+ : {[13][312〉, (1↔ 2)}; PF (7; 8) # = 4
+ +− : [12]〈3123〉; PF (8; 8) # = 2

(4.35)

The gluon amplitude is only nonzero when the fermions are quarks, in which case it appears
with the color factor (λA)ba. All SCT bases are covered at E4. For identical Majorana
neutrinos, the independent structures are,

+ + + : [13][23]× (s13 − s23); PF (8; 8) # = 2
+−+ : [13][312〉 − (1↔ 2); PF (7; 8) # = 2 (4.36)

In this case the (+ +−) helicity category only appears at E6 with the two independent E4

SCTs multiplied by s13 − s14.

4.4.2 ggfcf and γγfcf

+ + ++ : [12]2[34]; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+−−+ : [14][132〉〈23〉+ (1↔ 2); (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 2

(4.37)

The gluon contact terms are proportional to δAB. The fermions form an SU(3) singlet in
both cases. For identical Majorana neutrinos one has

+ + ++ : [12]2[34]; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+−−+ : ([14][132〉〈23〉+ (1↔ 2))− (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 1

(4.38)

There are structures in the (+ + +−) and (−+ ++) helicity categories which first appear
at E6 and E5 respectively.

4.4.3 γgfcf

+ + ++ : {[12]2[34], [12][13][24]}; PF (7; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+ + +− : {[12]2[314〉, (3↔ 4)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+−−+ : {[14][132〉〈23〉, (1↔ 2)}; (3↔ 4) (8; 8) # = 4

(4.39)

This amplitude is only nonzero for quarks, and involves the color factor (λA)ba. There is an
SCT in the (−+ ++) helicity categories which first contributes at E5.
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4.4.4 γZfcf , γWfcf ′, gZfcf and gWfcf ′

+0 +− : {[12][13]〈24〉, (3↔ 4)}; PF (6; 8) # = 4
+ + ++ : {[12]2[34], [12][13][24]}; PF (7; 8) # = 4
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
−0 + + : 〈12〉[34]〈142]; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+0 + + : {〈231][12][34], 〈231][23][14]}; PF (7; 8) # = 4

+ + +− : {[12]2[314〉, (3↔ 4)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4
+−−+ : {[14][132〉〈23〉, (3↔ 4)}; PF (8; 8) # = 4

(4.40)

The gluon amplitude is only non-zero for quarks, and appears with (λA)ba. There is an
additional structure in the (−+ ++) helicity category which first appears at E5.

For identical Majorana neutrinos, γZνν, one has instead,

+0 +− : [12][13]〈24〉 − (3↔ 4); PF (6; 8) # = 2
+ + ++ : [12]2[34]; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+ +−− : [12]2〈34〉; PF (7; 8) # = 2
+0 + + : 〈231][23][14]− (3↔ 4); PF (7; 8) # = 2

+ + +− : [12]2[314〉 − (3↔ 4); PF (8; 8) # = 2
+−−+ : [14][132〉〈23〉 − (3↔ 4); PF (8; 8) # = 2

(4.41)

The (−0 + +) helicity-category SCT first appears at E6.

5 Conclusions

The on-shell bootstrap is ideally suited to the derivation of low-energy effective amplitudes,
since the latter are fully determined by the particle content and assumed symmetry. In this
paper, we have applied these methods to parametrize the four-point local amplitudes of the
known particles, keeping structures scaling with the energy as En≤4. These are given by a
set of independent contact terms, which can be organized in terms of linear combinations
of independent, manifestly-local spinor structures, or SCTs, multiplied by expansions in the
Mandelstam invariants.

Our results provide the basic building blocks for collider EFT searches. Two-to-two
EFT scattering amplitudes can be derived from the set of SM three-point amplitudes
obtained in [33], and the four-point contact terms derived here. Together, these contact
terms also parametrize two- and three-particle decay amplitudes. The resulting EFT
formulation involves just physical quantities. We also discuss the mapping of the contact
terms to the HEFT and the SMEFT. In particular, in table 3, we derive the low-energy
SMEFT contact terms, and relate them to the Warsaw basis. These results can be used to
distinguish between the HEFT and SMEFT frameworks, and to identify observables that
are particularly sensitive to different types of UV models.
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A WWhh: on-shell construction of the HEFT and SMEFT amplitudes
and on-shell Higgsing

In this appendix we provide a detailed derivation of the WWhh HEFT and SMEFT
amplitudes. This illustrates several points:

• Mass-suppressed contact terms, which appear for longitudinal-vector helicity categories
are associated with the factorizable part of the SMEFT amplitude.

• The coefficients of these terms are determined by the three-point couplings based
on the high-energy limit of the amplitude. This can be done in two equivalent ways:
requiring that the zero-polarization amplitude has no E/m growth, or requiring that
the transverse-polarization amplitude does not depend on spurious spinors. This latter
requirement is nothing but gauge invariance, so the equivalence of gauge invariance
and perturbative unitarity are manifest.

• The remaining contact terms can then be determined by “Higgsing” the massless
4 + nH contact terms.

A.1 The structure of the full amplitude

The on-shell construction of the WWhh amplitude requires as inputs the WWh and hhh
3-point couplings, as well as the 4-point WWhh contact terms. In the HEFT, the 3- and
4-point couplings are the most general ones consistent with the symmetry of the low-energy
theory. In the SMEFT, both the 3-points and the 4-points can be derived by Higgsing the
massless amplitudes in the unbroken phase.

The most general three points consistent with the symmetries of the low-energy theory
are [33],

M(W+,W−, h) = C00
WWh

〈12〉[12]
MW

+ C++
WWh

[12][12]
Λ̄

+ C−−WWh

〈12〉〈12〉
Λ̄

, (A.1)

M(h, h, h) = mhChhh . (A.2)

The three-point couplings CWWh and Chhh are numbers, since there is no kinematic
dependence in 3-point amplitudes. In the SMEFT, they are given as an expansion in
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v/Λ. In this subsection, we neglect the terms with C±±WWh because they will not affect our
discussion.3 The WWhh amplitude is then,

M(W+,W−, h, h) = −mhMWC
00
WWhchhh

s12 −m2
h

[12]〈12〉
M2
W

+ C00
WWh

2

s13 −M2
W

(
〈131]〈242]

2M2
W

− [12]〈12〉
)

+ C00
WWh

2

s14 −M2
W

(
〈141]〈232]

2M2
W

− [12]〈12〉
)

+ C00,fac
WWhh

[12]〈12〉
M2
W

+ C00,CT
WWhh

[12]〈12〉
Λ̄2

+ C ′ 00,fac
WWhh

[12]〈12〉s12

M2
W Λ̄2

+ C ′′ 00,fac
WWhh

〈131]〈242] + 〈141]〈232]
M2
W Λ̄2

(A.3)

where we have kept terms up to E4. The first two lines of this expression are obtained by
gluing the 3-point amplitudes.4 The last two lines of eq. (A.3) contain the most general
manifestly-local structures, or contact terms.5 As explained above, to read off the operator
dimension at which each longitudinal vector structure first appears, we normalize it with a
factor of 1/MW . In the SMEFT, each of the couplings CWWhh entering the amplitude is
given as an expansion in v/Λ, and in particular, each power of Λ̄ is given in terms of Λ and
potentially v.

Note that we have isolated the 1/M2
W pieces of the longitudinal-vector contact terms,

and labeled them with the superscript fac: these pieces are associated with the factorizable
parts of the amplitudes, and in the SMEFT arise from the factorizable parts of the massless
amplitudes. Thus, these pieces are determined by the three-point couplings. The remaining
pieces are labeled by CT for contact terms: at each dimension, these are the novel inputs
in the theory, which arise in the SMEFT from massless contact terms. In the HEFT on the
other hand, Λ̄ = v ∼MW , there is no real separation between the two types of terms.

To determine the 1/M2
W pieces, consider the expansion of the amplitude in terms of

sij/Λ̄2 and sij/M2
W . For the longitudinal-W amplitude, this expansion starts as,

M(W+(0),W−(0), h, h) ∼ − C00,fac
WWhh

s12
M2
W

− C00,CT
WWhh

s12

Λ̄2
− C00

WWh
2

2
s12
M2
W

− C ′ 00,fac
WWhh

s2
12

M2
W Λ̄2

+ C ′′ 00,fac
WWhh

s2
13 + s2

14
M2
W Λ̄2

(A.4)

where we only kept terms which grow with the energy. The superscripts (0) denote the W
polarization. At dimension-six, the amplitude should be unitary up to E2/Λ̄2 terms. Thus,

3Our focus here is on the C00
W W hh terms, and the relevant helicity amplitudes to consider are ±∓ and 00.

The C±±W W h contributions are subleading in the high-energy limit of these amplitudes. One can show, either
by Higgsing the high-energy amplitudes or by requiring good high-energy behavior of the amplitudes with
the same W helicities that C±±W W h ∝ v.

4For details of this gluing, see ref. [33]. Note that this simple gluing can only be done for massive legs
(see eg [49] for a recent discussion).

5In the notation of ref. [33], the coefficients CW W hh of the spinor structures are expansions in the
Mandelstams, but here we expanded these out.
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pieces with E2/M2
W should vanish, fixing,

C00,fac
WWhh = −C

00
WWh

2

2 C ′ 00,fac
WWhh = C ′′ 00,fac

WWhh = 0 . (A.5)

Therefore, at dimension-six, these coefficients are determined in terms of the three-point
couplings. At dim-8, this implies cancellations between terms in C00,fac

WWhh and C ′ 00,fac
WWhh. In

the HEFT, one cannot take the high energy limit, since the cutoff cannot be much higher
than the electroweak scale. Thus, the reasoning above only serves to differentiate between
dimension-4, 6, etc contributions to the Wilson coefficients. In particular, since we can set
Λ̄ = v, there are still independent dimension-six contact terms suppressed by v, such as
C00,CT
WWhh[12]〈12〉/v2.

In contrast, in the SMEFT, we can really take the high-energy limit as in eq. (A.4),
with MW ∼ v � E � Λ. Furthermore, we can alternatively obtain the relations in eq. (A.5)
by considering the high-energy limit of the amplitude with transverse W ’s (which are finite
in this limit),

A(W+(+),W−(−), h, h) ∼ c00,fac
WWhh

[1k2q]〈1q2k〉
M2
W

+ c00
WWh

2

2M2
W

[1k31q〉[2q42k〉
s13

+ c00
WWh

2

2M2
W

[1k41q〉[2q32k〉
s14

. (A.6)

The spinors 1q) and 2q) scale as the mass, and can be written as (see eg [47])

iq) = MW

(ikξi)
ξi) (A.7)

where ξi) is an arbitrary constant spinor. For the amplitude to be well-defined at high
energies, it must be independent of the arbitrary spinors. Requiring that the amplitude in
eq. (A.6) is independent of these arbitrary spinors, one recovers the relation

C00,fac
WWhh = −C

00
WWh

2

2 . (A.8)

Indeed, in the SMEFT, the high energy EFT has the full unbroken gauge symmetry, and the
role of the arbitrary spinors ξi is clear — these are the reference spinors for the two massless
vector polarizations [47] (see also [66]). Thus the equivalence of perturbative unitarity and
the restoration of gauge symmetry is manifest in this example.

A.2 Four-point contact terms from on-shell Higgsing

As we saw above, the independent couplings appearing in the amplitude are the three-
point couplings and the Λ-suppressed contact terms (with no MW suppression). In the
SMEFT, these can be determined by Higgsing the massless SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)-symmetric
amplitudes [47]. Two examples, namely WWhh and ūdWh were worked out in detail in
ref. [47] up to dimension-8. Here we briefly repeat the WWhh derivation for completeness,
keeping only dimension-six terms. The results for all the four-points at dimension-six appear
in table 3.
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The dimension-six contributions to the three points were derived in ref. [33] by matching
the amplitudes to the broken-phase SMEFT using [65]. We do not repeat the derivation
using on-shell Higgsing. Instead, we just show a few examples deriving the three-points
from on-shell Higgsing in the next subsection.

The low-energy WWhh contact terms originate from a number of high-energy contact
terms. The coefficient of each structure in a given helicity category is determined, to
leading order in v/Λ, by the corresponding helicity amplitude in the high-energy theory. For
instance, the massless WWH†H amplitudes give the leading-order contribution to the ++
and −− helicity categories, while (H†H)2 is the leading-order contribution to the 00 helicity
category. Sub-leading v2/Λ2 contributions originate from higher-point contact terms such
as (H†H)3. Here, we just focus on their leading order pieces. It is worth noting that the
high-energy contact terms fully determine the coefficients of the low-energy massive contact
terms. Each massive contact term is of course a little-group tensor, and the derivation
of its coefficient Clow essentially relies on the matching of the leading-energy component
to the contact term of the corresponding high energy amplitude, with Wilson coefficient
chigh. The sub-leading components of the massive structure are generated by factorizable
high-energy amplitude featuring the coupling chigh.

Let us begin with the contribution from (H†H)2. The high-energy amplitude is

A(H iH†kH
jH†l ) ⊃ c

+
HHHH

s13
Λ2 T

+ ij
kl + c−HHHH

s12 − s14
Λ2 T− ijkl (A.9)

where T± ijkl = (δikδ
j
l ± δilδ

j
k)/2 are the symmetric and anti-symmetric SU(2) structures.

Parameterizing the Higgs doublet as in (3.1), we find that

A(G+G−hh) = 1
2
(
A(H1H†1H

2H†2) +A(H1H†1H
†
2H

2)
)

= −
c+

(H†H)2 − 3c−(H†H)2

2
s12
2Λ2
(A.10)

which bolds into

−
c+

(H†H)2 − 3c−(H†H)2

2
s12
2Λ2 −→

c+
(H†H)2 − 3c−(H†H)2

2
[12]〈12〉

Λ2 . (A.11)

Thus there is a contact term in the massive EFT of the form,

C00,CT
WWhh

[12]〈12〉
Λ2 =

c+
(H†H)2 − 3c−(H†H)2

2
[12]〈12〉

Λ2 . (A.12)

We now turn to the contribution of the massless WWH†H contact terms,

A(W a,±W b,±H†iH
j) = c±±WWHH

(12)2

Λ2

(
T ab

)j
i
. (A.13)

Here ± are the helicites of the W ’s, (12) = [12] for ++, (12) = 〈12〉 for −−, and
(
T ab

)j
i

=
δabδji is required by the symmetry of the spinor structure. The kinematics bold trivially
(12)→ (12), and one finds the low-energy contact terms

C±±WWhh

(12)
Λ2 = 2c±±WWHH

(12)
Λ2 . (A.14)
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A.3 The WWh coupling from on-shell Higgsing

The WWh coupling C00
WWh in eq. (A.1) is given by the gauge coupling to leading order,

with a v2/Λ2 correction at dimension-six. Here we show how both of these contributions
can be obtained from on-shell Higgsing. The relevant massless amplitudes to consider are
WH†H or WWH†H to determine the dimension-4 part, and H2(H†)2WW to determine
the dimension-6 shift.

Our discussion closely parallels the derivation of three-points from the massless ampli-
tudes of a toy model with higgsed U(1) symmetry in ref. [47], and we refer the reader to
that paper for more details.

To determine C00
WWh one can start from either of its components, which map to different

high-energy amplitudes. Apriori, the obvious amplitude to start from is the massless three
point WH†H, which for positive W helicity is,

A((W+)+G−h) = g√
2

[12][13]
[23] (A.15)

where we parametrized the Higgs doublet as in eq. (3.1). Bolding this amplitude is not
entirely straightforward because it is non-local, and indeed, its non-locality translates in
the massive amplitude to the 1/MW “pole”. However, we can proceed by multiplying and
dividing eq. (A.15) by 〈3ξ〉 for some arbitrary ξ. After some manipulations using momentum
conservation, we get

A((W+)+G−h) = g√
2

[12]〈ξ2〉
〈1ξ〉 . (A.16)

Identifying 1q] = ξ], this maps to the longitudinal W component of

C00
WWh

〈12〉[12]
MW

(A.17)

with C00
WWh = g. Alternatively, a simpler way to get this coupling is to start from the

4-point amplitude H2(H†)2, which matches the all-longitudinal component of the spinor
structure. At the renormalizable level, this amplitude,

ASM((W−)−(W+)+hh) = −g
2

2
〈132]
〈231] . (A.18)

Identifying iq) = (MW /(ik3)) 3) for i = 1, 2 and taking p4 → 0 gives,

AmSM(hW+W−) = g2v

2
[23]〈23〉
M2
W

(A.19)

where we also used 〈ikiq〉 = [iqik] = MW . Therefore, at the leading order, C00
WWh = g2v/MW .

Note that the arbitray ξ spinor that we identified with the q spinors above naturally arises
in this case from the soft higgs leg, with 1̂q and 2̂q along 4̂ (see also ref. [66]).

Turning to the dimension-six correction to C00
WWh, this originates, to leading order,

from the 6-point H2(H†)2WW factorizable amplitude with a single insertion of a H2(H†)2

contact term. The massless amplitude can be written as,

Atot
d=6((H0)4(W+)+(W−)−) = A(3)((H0)4(W+)+(W−)−) +A(4)((H0)4(W+)+(W−)−) ,
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Figure 1. Feynman-diagram of H2(H†)2WW factorizable amplitude.

with

A(3)((H0)4(W+)+(W−)−) = 8g2C

4

[ [142〉
〈12〉s41

s63 + [162〉
〈12〉s61

s43 + [132〉
〈12〉s31

s64

] 〈251]
[21]s52

+ (5↔ 4, 6, 3) ,

A(4)((H0)4(W+)+(W−)−) = 8g2C

4
〈25〉[15]
〈15〉[25] + (5↔ 3, 4, 6) , (A.20)

and
C = (c+

(HH†)2 − 3c−(HH†)2)/2 . (A.21)

The piece A(3)((H0)4(W+)+(W−)−) is the sum over Feynman diagrams in which the vector
legs attach to different scalar legs (left panel of figure 1), and A(4)((H0)4(W+)+(W−)−)
is the piece with the vector legs attached to the same scalar legs (see the right figure in
figure 1). (Of course, only the sum is gauge invariant.) Taking the momenta of three H0

legs-4,5,6 to be soft, only A(4) ((H0)4(W+)+(W−)−
)
survives,

lim
q4,5,6→0

A(4)
(
H0(q4)H0(q5)H0(q6)H0(3)(W+)+(1)(W−)−(2)

)
= 6g2v3C

[1kξ2k〉
[2kξ1k〉

, (A.22)

where at the last stage we set qi ∝ ξ for some arbitrary ξ as before. This bolds to the same
massive structure as above. Altogether, after adding in the renormalizable contribution
we have,

Mm
d=6(h(W+)+(W−)−) = g(1 + v2C) [12]〈12〉

MW
. (A.23)

Note that this correction is nothing but the correction to the Higgs wave-function renormal-
ization induced by the four-Higgs contact term C.

One can derive the SMEFT corrections to the remaining three-point low-energy ampli-
tudes along the same lines. However, since the most general 3-point couplings were listed
in ref. [33] based on Feynman diagrams matching, we do not do so here.
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B Energy-growth of factorizable amplitudes

Massive amplitudes E growth
M(Zhhh) no factorizable contribution
M(V V hh) E2/M2

M(WWZh) E2/M2, E3/(M2Λ̄)
M(ZZZh) no factorizable contribution

M(WWWW/ZZWW ) E3/(M2Λ̄), E4/M4, E4/(M2Λ̄2)
M(ZZZZ) E2/M2, E2/(M Λ̄)
M(ffV h) E/M

M(ffWW ) E2/M2, E3/(M2Λ̄)
M(ffZZ) E/M , E2/(M Λ̄)

Table 4. Leading energy growth in the massive factorizable amplitudes.
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